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What We’ve Learned
On behalf of the GRX Marketing 
team, kudos to you and your 
pharmacy staff for stepping up 
and doing what was needed to 
keep your community safe and 
healthy during this pandemic.

With flu season just around the 
corner, we wanted to offer some 
suggestions on ways to utilize 
your online scheduling and 
consent forms for additional 
pharmacy services outside of 
COVID-19 vaccinations. 

This guide outlines some 
additional ways to utilize online 
scheduling and consent forms 
for your pharmacy moving 
foward. As a reminder, our team 
is here to help with anything 
you may need and are happy to 
walk you through getting these 
things set up for your pharmacy. 



Expanding Online 
Scheduling & 
Consent Forms

Beyond COVID-19 vaccinations, there are numerous ways to implement 

online scheduling services and consent forms into your day-to-day 

pharmacy operations.

Flu & Other Immunizations
If you offered COVID-19 vaccination clinics now is 

the time to reach out to those businesses and set 

up flu clinics. Since you have a relationship and a 

process in place to easily schedule and collect 

necessary information, keeping that line of 

communication open with updates and ways 

the pharmacy can help keep their business 

up and running is crucial.

In addtion to COVID and Influzena 

vaccines if your pharmacy offers other 

immunizations creating an online 

scheduler and consent form for those 

should be a breeze. You can even use a 

single scheduler and consent form and 

simply customize the questions depending 

on what vaccine the patient needs.

Sample:

https://hipaa.jotform.com/210388287290158



Reviews
Medication Reviews
Simplify and speed up the medication review 

process by having the patient fill out the things 

you would like to review, online, prior to their 

appointment. They can answer questions about their 

health, medications, recent doctor visits, concerns 

they have all ahead of time.

Open Enrollment
Make Open Enrollment time easier by having 

patients schedule their appointment in advance. 

Ask some basic questions and then you are able 

to prepare for their appointment ahead of time and 

can make recommendations for other pharmacy 

services that might benefit them.

Health & Wellness
If your pharmacy offers any sort of health/wellness 

program using online forms and scheduling to enroll 

and monitor patients will help keep them on track. 

Including items such as a symptoms checklist, 

medication review for possible nutrient depletion, 

food/calorie consumption, exercise habits, can be 

submitted to the pharmacy every week for review.



Surveys
If you aren’t offering online surveys for your pharmacy, you are missing out on an 
opportunity to learn about the needs of your patients, local prescribers, and even 
your staff. Utilizing online forms for survey purposes will help showcase where your 
community needs help or where your pharmacy needs improvement.

Patient Surveys
Patient surveys are a great, simple, and effective way to gain feedback on your 
pharmacy. You can make them anonymous to encourage honest answers and 
ensure that your patients are getting the best possible experience. Additionally, 
you can get some insight as to what products or services they may want/need that 
your pharmacy doesn’t offer. 

Employee Surveys
One way to keep  your team involved is to also create employee surveys. What are 
they passionate about, what services do they want the pharmacy to offer, how do 
they feel about their job, co-workers, managers, etc. Give them a platform to speak 
their mind without fear of rejection or reprisal. 

Prescriber Surveys
Similar to patients, it is a good idea to offer prescribers a way to submit feedback, 
or request information, on products or services the pharmacy offers. Get their 
thoughts on what your community needs from a healthcare standpoint and see 
what you can do to help make their lives easier.



When it comes to online forms, most clients create one or more of the 
following to help improve front-end sales and streamline orders.

Whether for rental or purchase, 
having an online order form for 
medical equipment will save your 
team time gathering information. 
Collect customer information, 
include a rental rate fee schedule,  
have them sign waivers and 
agreements. You can even 
integrate payment processors to 
collect fees.

Forms

Medical Equipment
Not all pharmacies have an online 
store for front end products, but 
at the very least, you could have 
an online order form! Let your 
community place orders for your 
most popular front end needs and 
allow them to schedule a pick-up 
day/time that works for them. 

Front End

• cooperdrugstore.com/refill
• pharmax-rx.com/vaccine-clinics

Sample Forms

Unfortunately, these online refills 
and transfers can’t go directly 
into your pharmacy dispensing 
system queue, but many 
pharmacies use these forms as 
an opportunity to contact new 
patients directly to establish a 
connection early.

Refills/Transfers



Don’t forget, GRX Marketing can help 
with all of your marketing needs 
- beyond online consent forms. 
We are passionate about helping 
independent pharmacies not just 
survive but grow and prosper as a 
trusted source of healthcare for their 
communities.

 If you are looking to get marketing off 
your plate, let us know how we can 
help you.

• Marketing plan development & 
implementation

• Prescriber & facility outreach
• Patient communications
• Website design & management
• Social media management
• Geofencing
• Direct mailers
• Event planning
• Promo products
• Print materials
• & more

For questions or more information, 
give us a call or check out our website. 
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